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Cast



Our Results

•  Dark Matter (DM) in haloes can 
dramatically alter the formation of the first 
stars leading to a new stellar phase driven 
by DM annihilation.

•  Hence the name- Dark Star (DS)
•  Change: Reionization, Early Stellar 

Enrichment, Early Big Black Holes.
•  Discover DM.



The First Stars�
Also The First Structure

•  Important for:
•  End of Dark Ages.
•  Reionize the universe.
•  Provide enriched gas for later stellar generations.
•  May be precursors to black holes which power 

quasars.





Basic Picture
•  The first stars form in a DM rich environment
•  As the gas cools and collapses to form the first stars,  the 

cloud  pulls DM in as the gas cloud collapses.
•  DM  annihilates more and more rapidly as its densities 

increase 
•  At a high enough DM density, the DM heating 

overwhelms any cooling mechanisms which stops the 
cloud from continuing to cool and collapse.



Basic Picture Continued

•  Thus a gas cloud forms which is supported by DM 
annihilation

•  More DM and gas accretes onto the initial core which 
potentially leads to a very massive gas cloud supported by 
DM annihilation.

•  If it were fusion, we would call it a star.
•  Since it is DM annihilation powered, we call it a Dark Star
•  DM in the star comes from Adiabatic Contraction and DM 

capture.



Outline

•  The First Stars- standard picture
•  Dark Matter

•  The LSP (lightest SUSY particle) 
•  Density Profile

•  Conditions of Dark Stars Forming
•  Properties of Dark Stars
•  A few observables



First Stars: Standard Picture
•  Formation Basics:

–  First luminous objects ever.
–  At z = 10-50
–  Form inside DM haloes of ~106 M

•  Set by gas physics
–  Baryons evenly distributed throughout
    the halo and 15% of the halo mass
–  Formation is a gentle process 

     Made only of hydrogen and helium
           from the Big Bang.
     Dominant cooling Mechanism is 
      H2 
 Not a very good coolant

(Hollenbach and McKee ‘79) 

Today dominant coolant metals
much more efficient
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0.3 Mpc
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Self-gravitating cloud

 5pc  

Eventually exceed �
 Jeans Mass�

 of 1000 Msun
 Becomes unstable 

And begins to collapse 



Abel, Bryan, Norman (2002) 

 Time increasing 

 Density increasing 



   0.01pc  

Fully-molecular core



Adiabatic Contraction�
vs. Simulations
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A new born proto-star
with T* ~ 20,000K

r ~ 10 R!



 Scales 

•  Halo Baryonic Mass ~ 105 M 
                                          ↓

•  Jeans Mass                ~ 103 M 
                                                          ↓

•  Initial  Core Mass     ~ 10-3 M 

             

Feedback Effects  
McKee and Tan 2008

100MStandard Picture 1000M Dark Star

Latter in the talk↓ Accretion
Final stellar Mass??

(Halo Mass 106 M) 



Good news: cosmologists don't 
need to "invent" new particle: 

•  Weakly Interacting Massive Particles  (WIMP)s 
–  e.g. the nuetralino (LSP) 
–  WIMP Miracle 

•  Axions  
–  Pecci-Quinn Solution to the strong CP problem 

•  Primordial Black Holes (could also affect first Stars) 
–  First order phase transitions (GUT models, Electro-Weak Phase 

transition)   

       

v
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sec/103 327
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Dark Matter



Weak Scale Sets Properties 
•  Mass: 1Gev-10TeV (take 100GeV)

•  Annihilation Cross Section:

€ 

<σv>ann=3×10−26cm3 /sec

Automatic! Right Relic Density-WIMP miracle

On Going
Searches



LHC-Making DM �
?



Direct Detection of WIMP dark 
matter

A WIMP in the Galaxy  
travels through our               
detectors. It hits a 
nucleus, and deposits 
a tiny amount of energy.  
The nucleus recoils, 
and we detect 
this energy deposit.  

Expected Rate: less than one count/kg/day! 

WIMP/NUCLEUS 
SCATTERING 



The Indirect Detection of Dark Matter
1. WIMP Annihilation    

 Typical final states include heavy  
fermions, gauge or Higgs bosons 

2. Fragmentation/Decay  
 Annihilation products decay and/or 

fragment into combinations of 
 electrons, protons, deuterium, 
 neutrinos and gamma-rays 

3. Synchrotron and Inverse Compton 
Relativistic electrons up-scatter starlight/
CMB to MeV-GeV energies,     and emit 
synchrotron photons via interactions with 
magnetic fields 

χ 
χ 

W+ 

W- 

e+ ν q 

q 

p 

π0 

γ γ 

e+ 
γ WIMP ANNIHILATION 



Detecting WIMPs
•  Direct Detection (Goodman and Witten 1986;     Drukier, Freese, 

and Spergel 1986)
•  Neutrinos from Sun (Silk, Olive, and Srednicki 1985) or Earth 

(Freese 1986; Krauss and Wilczek 1986)
•  Anomalous Cosmic rays from Galactic Halo (Ellis, KF et al 

1987)
•  Neutrinos, Gamma-rays, radio waves from galactic center 

(Gondolo and Silk 1999)

•  N.B. SUSY WIMPs are their own antiparticles; they annihilate among 
themselves to 1/3 neutrinos, 1/3 photons, 1/3 electrons and positrons



 Many anomalous signals: �
WIMP dark matter detection?�

how can we be sure?
•  The DAMA annual modulation  

–  (direct detection experiment in Gran Sasso 
tunnel)

•   The HEAT, Fermi, PAMELA positron 
excess 
–  (is it WIMP annihilation?)

•  INTEGRAL 511 KeV line

HAS DARK MATTER BEEN DISCOVERED?



New Indirect Detection Results!
(When it rains it pours) 

Pamela 
positrons 

IceCube 
neutrinos 

Glast gamma 
rays 

Fermi 

Looking for 
Dark matter  
annihilation 



Three Conditions for Dark Stars  
(Spolyar, Freese, Gondolo 2007 aka Paper 1)
•  I) Sufficiently High Dark Matter Density ?
•  2) Annihilation Products get stuck in star ?
•  3) DM Heating beats H2 Cooling ?
         New Phase





Via Lactea 
Diemand Etal. 2006

NFW profile 



€ 

ρ(r)=  ρο
r
rs

 (1+ rrs
)2

NFW  Profile 

(Navarro,Frenk,White ‘96) 



DM Density Profile�
Conserving Phase Space

•  As baryons fall into core, DM particles are on 
circular orbits and  conserves angular momentum 
– Adiabatic contraction (Blumenthal prescription):

•  Profile  steepens and roughly scales like  

€ 

r M(r) =  constant

€ 

ρχ (r) ~ r−1.9  Outside Core vs ρχ (r) ~ r-1

              (From Blumenthal, Faber, Flores, and Primack ‘86) 

Baryons of course do not!



Abel, Bryan, Norman (2002) 

 Time increasing 

 Density increasing 



DM profile and Gas

Z=20  Cvir=2   M=7x105 M 

Blue: Original NFW Profile 

 

Gas Profile 
Envelope 

 
Black: 1016 cm-3 

Green: 1010 cm-3 

Red: 1013 cm-3 

Gas densities: 

ABN 2002 



Three Conditions for Dark Stars �
(Paper 1)

•  I) OK! Sufficiently High Dark Matter Density
•  2) Annihilation Products get stuck in star
•  3) DM Heating beats H2 Cooling?
                       Leads to New Phase

Annihilation Products get stuck in star? 



Dark Matter Heating

Heating rate:�

Fraction of annihilation energy 
deposited in the gas:

Previous work noted that at    
annihilation products simply escape
(Ripamonti,Mapelli,Ferrara 07)

€ 

Qann =nχ
2 <σv>× mχ

€ 

=
ρχ
2 <σv>
mχ

€ 

ΓDMHeating= fQ Qann

€ 

fQ :
1/3 electrons 
1/3 photons 
1/3 neutrinos € 

n≤104cm−3

Depending upon the densities. 



Crucial Transition

•  At sufficiently high densities, most of the annihilation energy is trapped inside 
the core and  heats it up

•  When:

•  The DM heating dominates over all cooling mechanisms, impeding the further 
collapse of the core€ 

mχ ≈1 GeV 

€ 

mχ ≈100 GeV 

€ 

mχ ≈10 TeV 
€ 

n ≈109/cm3

€ 

n ≈1013/cm3

€ 

n ≈1015−16/cm3

→ 

→ 

→ 



Three Conditions for Dark Stars  �
(Paper 1)

•  1) OK! Sufficiently High Dark Matter Density 
•  2) OK! Annihilation Products get stuck in star
•  3) DM Heating beats H2 Coolin
                          New Phase

DM Heating beats H2 Cooling? 



New proto-Stellar Phase:�
fueled by dark matter

•  Yoshida etal. 2007

Freese 
 et al ‘08 

One zone Model

Simulation w/ all relevant gas physics



Molecular Core

•  “Dark Star” supported by DM annihilation rather 
than fusion

•  They are giant diffuse stars that fill Earth’s orbit

•  THE POWER OF DARKNESS: DM is only 2% of the mass 
of the star but provides the heat source

•  Dark stars are made of DM but are not dark: 
    they do shine, although they’re cooler than early stars without 

DM.

€ 

mχ ≈1 GeV

€ 

core radius  17 a.u.

Mass 11  M 

€ 

mχ ≈100 GeV

€ 

core radius  960 a.u.

Mass 0.6  M 

Luminosity 140 solar 



Following DS Evolution

•   As gas accretes onto 
the proto-dark star, we 
solve for the structure 
of the Star
–  Self consistently solve 

for the DM density  
and Stellar structure



DS Basic Picture

•  We find that DS are:
–   Massive ~1000 M 
–  Large-a few a.u.
–  Luminous between ~107M
–  Cool: 10,000 K vs. 100,000 K plus

•  Will not reionize the universe.
–   Long lived: ~106 years.
–  With Capture, could be very different.



Capture: More DM

•  nχ (number density of DM) cm-3 
•  n (number density of H) cm-3 

•  V(r) escape velocity at a point r 

•      velocity of the DM 
•  σc scattering cross section 

Press, Spergel 85 & Gould 88 

Freese etal. 08; Iocco 08



DM heating Today’s Stars

•  The Sun
–  Krauss, K. Freese, Press, & Spergel (1985)

•  ICECUBE looking for neutrinos 

•  Stellar Structure
–  Bouquet & Salati (1989); Salati & Silk (1989)

•  WIMP Burners (White Dwarfs near center of Galaxy)
–  Moskalenko & Wai (2007) 

•  Compact Objects
–  Bertone & Fairbairn (2008)

•  Main Sequence Stars
–  Edsjo, Scott, Fairbairn [2007,2008,2009]; Dark Star Code 

publicly available 



Additional Work On DS



Unpublished-Eternal Dark Star

•  If DM densities are sufficiently high or scattering cross 
sections sufficiently small then:
–  Star cool (45,000K)
–  Very massive (42,000M)
–  Very Luminous (109L)

•  JWST
–  GR Instability (Supernova)?
–  Similar Result as with Ohkubo etal. 2009
–  Avoids fusion and re-ionization

•  Until  DM reservoir depleted or disrupted
•  Maximum time Scale 
   (10-100Myrs) due to mergers

PC:Marcel Zemp and Brian O’Shea 



Tentative Hints

•  Progenitors of super massive black holes 
•  Progenitors of IMBHS (obviously)
•  Get the metallicity right for low metallicity 

stars,  IGM,  ICM and M82
     (Ohkubo etal. 2006)  



Dark Stars and Beyond

•  JWST?
–  Potentially affect PPSN Iocco 2009
–  GR Instability (supernova) 

•  SNAP?
•  Diffuse neutrino background 

(Sandvik 2009)

•  Change 21cm line  future 
observable consequences

•  Change evolution of stars in the 
first galaxies due to changes in 
metallicities and ionization.



Primordial Black Holes (PBH)s
•  Motivated from Extensions of Standard Model

–  Produced in Phase Transitions e.g (Electro-Weak Phase transition)

•  Eat the First Stars
–  PBHs pulled in by adiabatic contraction
–  Sink to the Center of the Star (Dynamica Friction, Accretion)
–  Eat the first stars in ~ 104 years
–  Mass PBHs~ 1022-1027 grams

NEW TOPIC 

(Bambi, Spolyar, Dolgov, Freese, Volonteri ArXiv: 0812.0585)



The Dark Side of the first Stars

•  We published the first paper on the FIRST dark 
stars a little over a year ago since then much 
progress has been.

•  We have shown that even if the DS phase is only a 
short period of the life of the first stars, the first 
stars will look dramatically different than if they 
had never gone through a DS phase.





Dark Matter Profile

Z=19 Cvir=10 M=106 M

Blue: original profile 
Black: 107cm-3 

 Red: 1010cm-3 
Purple: 1013cm-3 
Green: 1016cm-3 

(Outer slope r-1.9, profile matches Abel, Bryan, Norman ‘02) 

€ 

ρχ(r)= r−1.9  Outside Core



Spiritual Leader



H2 Cooling and Collapse

Gas Density:

n.b fraction of    € 

n ≤104cm−3

€ 

n ≥104cm−3

€ 

Γcool ∝ n

€ 

Γcool ∝ n
2

Molecular H

 Atomic H

€ 

∝10−3

Critical density



Dark Stars
 The first stars to form in the history of the universe may be 

powered by Dark Matter annihilation rather than by Fusion 
(even though the dark matter constitutes less than 1% of 
the mass of the star).

•  This new phase of stellar evolution may last  millions to 
billions of years



Hierarchical Structure Formation

       Smallest objects form first (earth mass)
             Merge to ever larger structures 

Pop III stars  (inside 106 M haloes) first light

                Merge  →   galaxies

                 Merge  →   clusters   

→ → 



Scale of the Halo

•  Cooling time is less than Hubble time.
•  First useful coolant in the early universe  is 

H2 .
•  H2 cools efficiently at around 1000K
•  The virial temperature of 106 M  

              ~1000K



Thermal evolution of a primordial gas

adiabatic 
contraction

H2 formation
line cooling
　(NLTE)

loitering
(~LTE)

3-body
reaction

Heat
release

opaque to
molecular

line

collision
induced
emissionT [K]

104

103

102

number density

opaque
to cont.

and
dissociation

adiabatic phaseMust be cool to collapse! 



Cooling

3-Body Reaction   

                H+H+H  → H2+H

Becomes 100% molecular
           Opacity → less efficient  

                      cooling

€ 

n ≈108cm−3

€ 

n ≈1010cm−3



Cooling to Collapse

Other cooling processes

    CIE                      

    Disassociation

    Atomic

Mini Core Forms at € 

1014cm−3

€ 

1015cm−3

€ 

1018cm−3

€ 

n ≈1022cm−3

(Omukai and Nishi ‘98) 



Good news: cosmologists don't 
need to "invent" new particle: 

•  Weakly Interacting Massive Particles  (WIMP)s 
–  Arise naturally from the extension of the Standard Model 

•  As with SuperSymmetry   

–  e.g.  The nuetralino as the Lightest Super 
Symmetric Particle (LSP)   

       

v
cmhχ

sec/103 327
2 ×
≈Ω

Dark Matter



The Dark Matter:�
The WIMP Miracle

    Weakly Interacting Massive Particles are the best motivated 
dark matter candidate. e.g.: Lightest Supersymmetric Particles 
(such as neutralino) are their own antipartners. Annihilation 
rate in the early universe determines the density today.

•  The annihilation rate comes purely from particle physics and 
automatically gives the right answer for the relic density!

€ 

Ωχh
2 =  3×10−27  cm3 /sec

<σv>ann

 Motivation for LHC at CERN: 1) Higgs 2) Supersymmetry. 
 Other expts: DAMA, CDMS, XENON,  GLAST,  HESS, PAMELA 



WIMPs from Supersymmetry

•  Particle theory designed to keep particle 
masses at the right values

•  Every particle we know has a partner:
         photon                   photino
         quark                     squark
         electron                 selectron
•  The lightest supersymmetric partner is a 

WIMP dark matter candidate.



LSP �
Weakly interacting DM

•  Sets Mass 1Gev-10TeV (take 100GeV)
•  Sets annihilation cross section (WIMPS):

€ 

<σv>ann=3×10−26cm3 /sec



The Dark Matter:�
The WIMP Miracle

    Weakly Interacting Massive Particles are the best motivated 
dark matter candidate. e.g.: Lightest Super symmetric Particles 
(such as neutralino) are their own antiparticle. Annihilation rate 
in the early universe determines the density today.

•  The annihilation rate comes purely from particle physics and 
automatically gives the right answer for the relic density!

€ 

Ωχh
2 =  3×10−27  cm3 /sec

<σv>ann



LSP �
Weakly interacting DM

•  Sets Mass 1Gev-10TeV (take 100GeV)
•  Sets annihilation cross section (WIMPS):

€ 

<σv>ann=3×10−26cm3 /sec



Indirect or Direct Detection

photons scattering neutrinos 

GLAST CDMS 
ICE CUBE (Fermi)



Annihilation Products

•  1/3 electron/positrons
•  1/3 gamma rays
•  1/3 neutrinos
•  Typical particles have energies roughly 1/10 

of the initial WIMP mass
•  All of these are detectable!



Indirect Detection History
•  Indirect Detection  (Neutrinos)

•  Sun (Silk,Olive,Srednicki ‘85)
•  Earth (Freese ‘86; Krauss, Srednicki, Wilczek ‘86)

•  Indirect Detection (Gamma Rays, positrons)
•  Milky Way Halo (Ellis, KF et al ‘87)
•  Galactic Center (Gondolo and Silk 2000)
•  Anomalous signals seen in HEAT (e+), HESS, CANGAROO, 

WMAP, EGRET, PAMELA.



Indirect or Direct Detection

photons scattering neutrinos 

GLAST CDMS 
ICE CUBE 



First Condition: Large DM density

•  DM annihilation rate scales as DM density squared, and 
happens wherever DM density is high. The first stars are good 
candidates: good location at the center of DM halo

•  As star forms in the center of the halo, it gravitationally pulls 
in more DM. Treat via adiabatic contraction.

•  If the scattering cross section is large, even more gets stuck in 
the star.  DM is captured (treat this possibility later).



€ 

ρ(r) =  ρο
r
rs

 (1+
r
rs

)2

NFW  Profile 

(Navarro,Frenk,White ‘96) 

Via Lactea



DM Profile: N-Body Test

•  As the baryons collapse into a proto-star, the DM is pulled in 
gravitationally. Ideally we would like to determine the DM 
profile from running a cosmological simulation.
–  Problem: Not enough resolution to follow DM density all the way to 

where the star forms.
–  N-body simulation with 
         Marcel Zemp



Adiabatic Contraction

•  The baryons are evolving quasi statically and for much of the 
evolution the conditions for adiabatic contraction are indeed satisfied.

•  Under adiabatic contraction phase space is conserved.  We can 
identify three action variables which are invariant that the the 
distribution function depends upon.



DM Density Profile�
Conserving Phase Space

•  Adiabatic contraction (Blumenthal prescription):
– As baryons fall into core, DM particles are on circular 

orbits and  conserves angular momentum 

•  The Profiles is compressed by the baryons:

€ 

r M(r) =  constant

€ 

ρχ (r) ~ r−1.9 vs. ρχ (r) ~ r-1

              (From Blumenthal, Faber, Flores, and Primack ‘86) 

Baryons of course do not!



Adiabatic Contraction�
vs. Simulations

adiabatic 
contraction

H2 formation
line cooling
　(NLTE)

loitering
(~LTE)

3-body
reaction

Heat
release

opaque to
molecular

line

collision
induced
emissionT [K]

104

103

102

number density

opaque
to cont.

and
dissociation

adiabatic phaseMust be cool to collapse! 



ABN 2002 

 Time increasing 

 Density increasing 



How accurate is Blumenthal method for 
DM density profile?

•  There exist three adiabatic invariants. 
•  Blumenthal method ignored the other 2 invariants.
•  Following a more general prescription first developed by Peter 

Young: includes radial orbits
–  We have recently published a new paper.
–  If adiabaticity holds, we have   
   found the exact solution

In collaboration with Jerry Sellwood 



Within a factor of two!

Solid-Young 

Dotted-Blumenthal 

Dashed-original NFW 



Testing Adiabatic Contraction



DM Heating  dominates over cooling when the red lines cross the 
blue/green lines (standard evolutionary tracks from simulations). 

Then heating impedes further collapse.

€ 

<σv>ann=3×10−26cm3 /sec
€ 

ΓDM ∝
<σv>
mχ

(Spolyar, Freese, Gondolo April 2007) 



Dark Matter  Intervenes
•  Dark Matter annihilation grows rapidly as the gas cloud 

collapses.  Depending upon the DM particle properties, it 
can stop the standard evolution at different stages.

•  Cooling Loses!

•  A “Dark Star” is born  
           (a new Stellar phase)



Stellar Structure �

•  Variable accretion rate account more accurate accretion rate 
based upon rates by Tan and McKee 2008 and O’Shea and 
Norman 2007

•  Feedback (McKee and Tan 2008)
•  Variable polytropic index

–  (convective to Radiative)
•  Gravity
•  Nuclear burning
•  Dark matter capture



DS Evolution 
•  We watch the mass of the dark star 

increase by accreting more baryons up to 
the Jeans Mass~1000M

–   Latter in the talk, we do go to much 
higher masses, but still uncertain at 
the moment.

•  At each mass step, we solve the DS 
stellar structure self consistently by 
varying the radius of the star until the 
DM heating matches the stellar 
luminosity.

Dark Star HR Diagram



Solving the 4 Equations of Stellar 
Evolution

Equation of State



Equilibrium Structure

•  Pre-main sequence stars are well described as polytropes in 
hydrostatic equilibrium

•  ρ is baryon density, P is the Pressure,  K is determined Once the Mass 
and Radius is found.   n is the polytropic index which ranges between 
n=1.5 (fully convective) and n=3 (fully radiative).

•  We have varied the adiabatic index to account for the transition from 
convective to radiative energy transport.

€ 

P = Kρ1+1/ n

 (Chandrasekhar 1939)



Solving Stellar Structure

•  Lane-Emden Equation

•  Equation of State

• We can now completely solve for the density, pressure, and temperature 
profile of the star! Can also now solve for the DM density profile.

€ 

P = Kρ1+1/ n • Polytropic relationship



Baryon and DM profile 
•  DM Density is found 

by self consistently 
solving for Adiabatic 
contraction and 
Annihilation as we 
also solve for the 
stellar structure.

  DM density is nearly 
constant throughout 
the star



• 100GeV
• Tan and McKee Accretion rate
• Feedback
• No Capture

Hyashi Track

Initially convective

Initial Models

Dark Stellar Structure Evolution 



Radiation Dominated
~300 M  

716M  (303,000 yrs) 
Insufficient DM 

Metal Free Main Sequence

Dark Stellar Structure Evolution 



Vary Radius until Stellar 
luminosity Matches Power 

sources

779M  

DM runs out (716M ) 

Preliminary

Gravity turns on



Radiation Dominated
~300 M  

716M  (303,000 yrs) 
Insufficient DM 

Metal Free Main Sequence

HelmHoltz Contraction



779M  

716M  

Nuclear turns on



779M (500,000 yrs)  

Metal Free Main Sequence

Fusion turns on

Feedback Dominates



Capture Rate per Unit Volume

•  nχ (number density of DM) cm-3 
•  n (number density of H) cm-3 

•  V(r) escape velocity at a point r 

•      velocity of the DM 

We can neglect the term in the 
brackets because the DM velocity 

 is much less than the escape 
velocity for the first stars, which 

makes B big. 

If the star moves relative to the DM halo, the term in the brackets changes.   
Luckily, we can still neglect the term. 

•  σc scattering cross section 

Press, Spergel 85 & Gould 88 



Bounds on scattering cross section from 
experiment:

•  Spin-independent WIMPs (DAMA, XENON):

•  Spin-dependent WIMPs (SuperKamiokande) 
(Savage, Freese, Gondolo) This dominates in 
hydrogen (which has spin).

•  Value needed for capture to be interesting:

Theory allows a wide 
 range: unknown! 

Assuming Background DM 
density of 1010 (GeV/cm3)



• With Capture (σ=10-39 cm2 )
• 100GeV
• Tan and McKee Accretion rate
• Feedback
• Minimal capture (on the Main 
Sequence  1/2  DM heating  and 
1/2 fusion

Minimal Capture Case

Looks Basically the Same!

Dark Stellar Structure Evolution with Capture 



Our Minimal Capture Case
•  DM mass 100GeV, 
•  standard annihilation cross section,
•  spin dependant cross section 10-39cm2

–   Bound < 10-38cm2

•   Average Background DM density of 1010 GeV/cm3

– Adiabatic contraction ~1014 GeV/cm3



Capture turns on 
once the star  
begins to contract 
and Descends  toward
the main Sequence

50 % DM heating
50 % Nuclear



Vary Radius until Stellar 
luminosity Matches Power 

sources

779M  

DM begins to run 
out (716M ) 

Preliminary

Gravity turns on



Our Minimal Capture Case
•  Properties of Minimal capture case similar to a Main 

Sequence star
–  109,000 K
–  4x1011 cm

•  Capture goes not greatly affect final main sequence mass
–  With capture 787M 
–  Without capture 779M  



A Few Future Lines of Research

•  Dependence on cosmological variables
•  Lifetime of the Eternal DS

– DM replenished
– Merger or no Merger

•  Could DS still be around today?
•  Fragmentation?

– Low mass DM during precollapse phase 



Soon To Be Published �
(This week!)

•  Parameter survey
– Vary DM mass
– Vary initial DM profile
– Vary DM scattering cross section
– Vary accretion rate 

•  Determine the general parameters of dark 
stars-their typical Mass function.



LHC-Making DM �
Coming Soon�

 (We hope)



CMB

First Stars

Structure 
Formation

DM a Cosmic Prospective

Gravity

Gravity

Particle
Physics!


